Lighting Measurements

Top Side LX Tree to Visible Cyc Wall - 22'5-1/4"
Top Side LX Tree to Bottom of Cyc Wall - 27'1-1/4"
Top Side LX Tree to House Curtain - 16'4-1/4"
Bottom Side LX Tree to Visible Height of Cyc - 22'7-1/4"
Bottom Side LX Tree to Bottom of Cyc Wall - 25'11"
Bottom Side LX Tree to House Curtain - 13'10-1/4"
FOH1 to Bottom of Cyc Wall - 40'6-1/4"
FOH1 to House Curtain - 26'10-3/4"
FOH1 to Upstage Edge of Pit - 22'11-3/4"
FOH1 to Stage Floor - 20'6"
WALL Tree to Bottom of Cyc Wall - 61'11-1/2"
WALL Tree to Main Curtain - 45'8"
WALL Tree to Upstage Edge of Pit - 39'10-1/8"
WALL to Downstage Edge of Pit - 31'9-1/2"
FOH2 to Bottom of Cyc Wall - 64'10-1/4"
FOH2 to Main Curtain - 48'7-3/4"
FOH2 to Upstage Edge of Pit - 43'3/4"
FOH2 to Downstage Edge of Pit - 35'3-3/4"
FOH2 to Stage Floor - 23'4"
Balcony Rail to Bottom of Cyc Wall - 78'10-3/4"
Balcony Rail to Main Curtain - 62'8"
Balcony Rail to Upstage Edge of Pit - 56'8-1/4"
Balcony Rail to Downstage Edge of Pit - 47'2-3/4"

Frequently Requested Stage Dimensions

LENGTH OF CYC WALL - 50'2"
NORMAL WIDTH OF LIGHTED CYC - 40'
HEIGHT OF CYC WALL - 28'2"
HEIGHT OF CYC WALL VISIBLE TO ALL SEATS - 16'
STAGE TO GRID PIPE - 20'9"
HEIGHT OF UPSTAGE BORDER CURTAIN - 16'7"
HEIGHT OF MID STAGE BORDER CURTAIN - 16'7"
HEIGHT OF SIDE LEG CURTAINS - 20'9"
NOMINAL DISTANCE BETWEEN SIDE LEG CURTAINS - 4'
NOMINAL PERFORMANCE STAGE WIDTH, CURTAIN-CURTAIN - 40'
MINIMUM PERFORMANCE STAGE WIDTH, CURTAIN-CURTAIN - 21'6"
ALL SIDE LEGS UNIFORMLY POSITIONED
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